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This report discusses the methodology used tt zoduct ballistic tost
In suport of an experimental ariwr system for the protction of aircrow
u w -is. TMh system was designed to protect crew mibers of hith perfom-
me* aircraft md was installed on an obsolete F-SJ alrcrft fov
dIvSntmtlye tests. Shots were fired with .30 caliber and .50 celiber
AP4-2 sad 20w fragment simulating roypctiles. Field firiug recors of
all shots are contained in AppendIx Ill. io analysis of the field dattn
mr nftle in this report.

Distribution limited to U. S. Government agencies only; this
report documents test methodology and ballistic testing of an
experimental aircraft passive defense armor system; distribution
limitation applied July 1970. Other requests for thiis document
mist be referred to the Air Force Armament Laboratory (DLRV),

[E.lin Air Force Base, Florida 32542.
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SaCTION I

INMtEOmI I ION

The overall purpose of this program was to evaluate a passive defense
/aUn for fighter aircraft crew statiu preitection. -ITh system consists

of a eries of armor panels placed in l-ected positions around the crew
statism of the aircraft.

The approach used in this development program wv to:

* Conduct a parametric study of the threat to typical combat
aircraft.

* Peepare a design manual for crew station passive defense
provisions.

* Design and construct an experimental system.

* Conduct ballistic tests on the experimental system. (1)

The first three portions of the development program were performed by the
Aircraft Armament Incorporated (AAI) Corporation under contract with the
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL). The AAT Corporation also
prepared the initial ballistic firing program and in- tailed the armor on
the aircraft.

This report is presented in two phases:

1. The methodology used to transform the contractor originrd firir>,;
program.

2. A description of the bailtstic tests conducted by the Air Force
Armament Laboratory in st'pport of the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory program.

An obsolete F-89J aircraft was used for these tests since it was readily
availablv for destructive testing. The experimental syste- was designed
to fit the F-89J and was inszalled in this aircraft.



SEcCTION II

DESMRIPTIOH OF EXPER04M~HTAL ARMOR

fte .qexrmtmtal armor syste was coosed basically of two typas cf
aimB: 062 b1-I-n-1ss steel (D)armor and ceraic co,~osite ar•. Both
types vge dasipoed to defeat up to .SO caliber arwir piercing (AP) msa-
mitlee at service velocity and normal obliquity. Puemls of DKS armor were
placed o the outside skin of the fuselage on both sides. of the c•W
station [Figures I(A) and I(B)]. These panels were forvad to fit the 0W-sp
of the ftselage. Another panel of DHS atior was placed directly forward
of the o cockpit instrument panel. This panel wvs held in place by
0mtal fetemers bolted to the floor and to the -faselsge bulkhead [Figures
2(A) and 2(B)).

DHS and ceramic composite-type armor panels were placed on the floor
of both cockpits, as well as on the bottom part of the side consoles.
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SOMION II

TEST SfW

so finift plan proposed by the I Corporation was doslsmd to si-
Rote mall am ground fire. The armord aircraft target w axposd to
Ow ams ftir from several selected attack aspect ales and impact
volocities simulating actual cosbat conditicas.

In ednig the selection of themo test pavraters, the aircraft was
assum to be traveling on Level fligbt at a speed of 520 knots and an
altitude of 200 feet. Under these cond.4tions, the striking velocity of
te projectile was calculated for each attack aspect angle, taking into
comsidertion the projectile standard muzzle velocity, its velocity delra-
datift with distance, and the aircraft velocity vector relative to the
projectile velocity vector. TIpWct velocities for both .30 caliber and
.50 caliber AP-42 amunition were calculated. In addition, several shots
wer firod, using 82S-grain 20m fragment sinulating projectiles (FSPIs)
to sant explosive warhead damage. All firings with 20= FSPs cerc at
3500 4 impact velocity.

A total of 48 shots was proposed in the contractor Cest plan, divided
Anito 23 shots of .SO caliber, 12 shots of .30 caliber, and 8 shots of 20=

MSPs. All shots were directed toward the following four target points:

Target Coordinates

Pilot's head 0, 215.5, 52

Pilot's torso 0, 215.5, 33

Radar operator's head 0, 267.5, 54

Rada: operator's torso 0, 267.S, 36

The coordinates are expressed in inches, and the origin is the forwardoost
point on the aircraft. The coordinate system is right-hwW cartesian with

hv P"itive : direction form nose to tail ad the positive z dirntim

orez,• to 3pecify the line of fire, the ccpouents of a vcctv of

=:C -blem. The rQit F repFaes t", z! t y
.9 bovc' 7V ý p> ioint Pa is an

-- : V.,, C 5h~ (::n of Ce act >7



T~ 0 pmwst. tmefia puai preposed by thees~*. 05
r~~emwued to the o~rdmtsf hLaiv4 tavp. trlpýi~

ad~wgo the inctl com athe of an Bvbitmtry vc~
Mo the line of fir".

z

~1u~3. Geetry. for the Def initiO'on h ieo -t
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TM1• IVOOOG

Is ovder to esUblish the deired projectile trajectories, it was
m suxy to twianh do f6, 1t of the firing plan. The approach taken

Is to use the imfe in Table I to ginerate for each shot, an aiming
ten the s on do the • d ert the asimuth and elevation angles of

the live of fire r.3stive to the tea". Is this foereat the gu can be
*13ted on a visible aiming point, and eaimuth and elevation angles can be
easily mmasurd with a t"'init ad a th lite-type angle tw~ee.

With referenc to Fie•n 4, -- 8 using the right-hand cartesian
Chord410te systOR deSCVibed 19 Section III of this report, the azimuth
anle of a wveeor is the magle between the positive X-axis and the projection
of the vector on the X-Y plao. The angle is considered positive when
Nmlmf from x tod Y and is considered negative when measured from X
towrd -Y. The azimuth is identical to the angle 8 as defined in spherical
coordinates.

The elevation ole is the smallest angle between the X-Y plane and
the vector itself. Th eagle is considered positive when measured from
tme X-Y plow tward Z md is considered negative when measured from the
I-Y plae toward -Z. Tim vattor is always positioned with the nose- at the
origin. The elevation angle corresponds to the angle (90 - 0) in sph.erical
coordinates. In calculating this angle, the coordinate system in the air-
craft was changed letting the X-axis go along the fuselage. The origin of
the system was changed to coincide with fuselage station zero (the forward-
mest point of the aircraft is fuselage station -10.91). Therefore, the
X-coordinates represent fuslage stations, the Y-coordinates represent
wing stations, and the Z-coordinatos represent water lines (all in inches).
The origin (0, 0, 0) is t•h_ at fuselage station 0, water line 100, and the
centerline ef the aircraft (Tigure 5).

Using these rules, the firing plan was transformed. The first step
was to define, for each shot, the ecuation of the firing line in space.
Then a computerized geomtric model (2), (3), (4) of the F-89J aircraft was
used to calculate the intersection of this line with the aircraft skin
raiming point) aud the aziuth and elevation angles. Appendix I presents
ar. explavat•en of tht problem mathematics.

Table presents the transformed firing plan. The inpact points airc
:1mressed by ý,selap stations nd either water lines or wing stations

trý.y ,,-ts encomter the wing of the aircraft). As can be seen in
',n, eevz~tlov anles a", negative since the .firir,- pla~n simulatf.-_

-, j iticaing tk eircreft mn rin for f-~~. o~'
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Figure 4. Definition of Azimuth and Elevation Angles
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on the aiuraft to permit positioniag of as sizEet relative to tIOam.
The dismalig consisted of (1) u ieltlg mse ut t win from th P lZage
(wiaW statioa 41),(2) cutting the left v just outside the aiAn 11"a
gcr (qIII te .wing station 1SO,) d (S) uating the ppeoge assuOly
at approxinately station 493 (Figure S). Uith this mount of disssselY,
it was possible to select coavenient positioms of the aircraft Sad sWm.

Six basic positions wre selected for the aircraft. By repositioning
the gr, these six positions allowed firing of all shots. The positions,
expressed in terms of the angle between the section of th* left wing ou the
aircraft and the horizontalare 90', 800, 550, 45°, -WS', and -90'. Although
the azimath orlentaticm of the aircraft had to be changed several times to
conform with range safety procedures (downrange firing), these positions
allowed for a minimum of time-consuming aircraft movements.

Figures 6 through 9 show the target aircraft ready for firings in
the g90 position. Due to the relatively compact shape of the aircraft after
disassebly, it was found that it will actually rest in place in this posi-
tion. bowever, sandbags were placed all around the aircraft for additional
securing and safety.

Figures 10 and 11 show the aircraft Jin the 80 position. In this
case, additional sandbags were placed under the right wing attachment
section to obtain the desired angle.

The 4S° position of the aircraft is illustrated in Figure 12. Again,
the aircraft was secured in place with sandbags under the main fuselage.

In order to obtain the -SSo position, it was necessary to dig a trench
for the left-wing section of the aircraft. Figures 13, 14, and 15 show this
position. Sandbags were again used to secure the aircraf' in place.

The remaining 550 and 900 positions were obtained by varying the 45*
and -5 positions.

Since all angles were measured relative to the horizontal plane, it
was necessary to transform the firing plan in Table II again. The approach
was to perform a transformation of coordinates for each position of the
aircraft and to calculate the azimuth and elevation angles in relation to
the coordinate system on the ground (the X-Y plane being the horizontal
plane). Appendix II presents a detailed treatment of the approach used.
Table III presents the final firing plan used in the test.

In add-4tion to the transformed test program, several additional shots
w,-rr, fired after completion of the program. These shots were necessitated

following observations:

16



2. *mwol dtu WodN mo I e tcgd tth tagt 4 wft.

3. MWt M.ib PAUl M* .sU at th en .~Ofti 1

4. MT gst.6 fMm do "t eta hgSh oblquity in""
0883" dm MUMS diectly aOn @ .

Bs~ as **S tso tcms, 21 sditiounl tets tISe CQOm*"e6, all
at snmal oblI4•fty to the tarpt. Test zonadtions were as follows:

1- .S0 caliber AP at 3500 fps impact velocity directly at a panel.

2. .So caber AP at 350o Epa iqpact velocity at an attacment
bolt an a pamel.

3. .50 caliber AP at 3500 fps iqNat velocity directly at a
fr~ctue on, a panel (Several external panels fractured).

4. .S0 caliber AP at 3500 fps followed by three shots of .30
caliber AP at 3200 fps (Aultiple hits) directly at a panel.

S. .So caliber AP at 3SC; fps followed by two shots of 20m FSP
at 3S00 fs directly on a panel.

6. 14.Sm API at standaWd velocity directly on a panel.

7. 2(M HEI at standard velocity directly on a panel.

17.
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Pigre 10. Taget Aircraft in 800 Position, Top View
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Figure 11. Target Aircraft in 10 Position, bottom View



Figure 12. Target Aircraft in 45 Position
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Figu~re 13. Target Aircraift in -45* Position, Top-Left View



Figure 14. Target Aircraft iwi -45V Position, Top-Front View
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Fig-Ee 1$. Target Aircraft in -45' Position. Bottom View
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WncHIOM V

SU9MMY

TMs rxprt presmts the mothodology that was used to transfom an
origiasl firing plm into a usable ballistic field test program. This
transforMtion detalmined relationships of the target aircraft's
coordivnte syst=e with respect to a fixed ground coordinate system. In-
cluded in field note iimu are the transcripts of the firing records (See
Appomeix III). Appendix i-V explains the loading techniques used and pre-
sents load versus impact velocity tables obtained during these tests.

After installation of the armor panels, several fractures were
observed on exterior panels. Only panels that had been shaped to fit the
aircraft skin contour suffered these fractures. This phenomenon was not
investigated.

This report made no attempt to analyze the firing data generated during
the ballistic tests. A follow-on program will be conducted at Air Force
Flight Dyaamics Laboratory to determine these results.



AFPBDIX I

ThAIUPUTIlN OF "rE FIRING PLAN

In order to transform the firing plan in Table I into that in Table II,
the MAIC coebiamtorial geometry computer program *as used. This
is nomally used in vulnerability assessments of vehicular targets.

The MAGIC program produces a computerized geometric model of targets
by combintion of basic solid figures. Eight basic figures are used: sphere,
rectangular parallelepiped, ellipsoid, right circular cylinder, truncated
right circular cone, right elliptical cylinder, right angle wedge, and
arbitrary convex polyhedron (4, 5, or 6 sides, 3 or 4 vertices). In
applying the combinatorial approach, each one of these figures must be
considered as a set of geometrical points in space. The figures are then
combined into regions using three logical operators: +, -, and OR. These
operators have the meaning of intersection, difference, and union, respec-
tively. By position and super-position of the eight basic solids and their
combination using the three operators, any solid in space can be approxi-
mated to any deOired degree of accuracy.

Figure 1-1 illustrates the use of these operators. In Figure I-!(A),
two bodies e.g., sphere and a rectangular parallelepiped are shown as

,described in space. Figures 1-1(B) through I-I(C), and I-I(D) illustrate
possible combinations of these bodies into regions which can be described
as follows:

Body 2 Body 3 kegion I Region 2 Region 3

(A)

Region 1 Region I Region 2

(C (D)

Fi ~ue i -I The Use of Logical caIOrators In ....

31



a. IP 1w. -14():
R~s1 a* 2-3

S.2 - .2.3
3 *33-2

b. Flome 1- (c):WItMt I a=•~

C. Firmre I-1 (0):
30gb. 1 a +2-3
Wegion 2 a 03 * 20R3

In its normal operation, MANIC generates random parallel rays frun
specified attack aspect angles. Each ray is traced through th* target,
and for each compomeat (region) encowmtered the following information is
geelrsted: entrance obliquity angle, line-of-sight distance, and normal
distame (distance through the compoent on a line normal to the entering
surface). These data, in conjunction with penetration mechanics and con-
ponet damage data, are used to make vulnerability estimates of vehicular
targets to single fragments and projectile impacts.

The IMGIC program includes a special subroutine (subroutine TESTG)
used to generate specific single rays. This subroutine is normally used to
debug errors in body or region descriptions. By specifying a starting
and ending point in space, this subroutine will generate a ray between the
two specified points. At each intersection with a region, it will print
out the coordinates (x, y, z) of the contact point, the distance traveled
from the previous contact point, and the total distance from the starting
point. In addition, it will calculate the direction cosines for th.e ray.

Subroutine TESTG in the MAGIC program was used in transforming the
firing plan in Table I to that in Table I1.

From Table I the point P in each shot line is the target point (pilot's
head, pilot's torso, etc). The direction numbers describe a point;

PI (x + Ax, y + Ay, z + Az)

where x. y, z are the coordinates of P, and Ax, Ay, Lz are the direction
numbers. From the magnitude of the direction numbers, it can be seen that
the point P lies very close to P, and both lie inside the aircraft. In
Ord'? to use MAGIC for calculations of the entrance points, it was necess-a"r
t,ýo ca-.ai~ te starting points outside the target. The equation of the line
:�� ...-. ric fn••erm was used:

,2



1 -I -t - X)
Y - YJ - it (Y2 - YI) Oz

z z I t (z2 - z1)

ax xz (I-2)

In this case the coordinates of the point P were used as xV, Yl" Zl. and
x, y, x are the coordinates of the point sought.

Using Equation (1-2). an aribtrary starting point outside of the
aircraft was calculzted for each shot line. This point, along with point
P. was used as input to the Magic TESTG subroutine.

In order to facilitate usage of the output, a coordinate system was
"selected to coincide with the aircraft fuselage station - water line -
wing station coordinate system. The system was a right-hand cartesian one,
with origin at fuselage station 0, water 100, along the fuselage centerline
(see Figure S).

In aiming the shots, it is convenient to use azimuth and elevation
angles instead of direction cosines (see Figure 4).

If an arbitrary vector with length R and components x, y, z is con-
sidered such that the angles between the vector and the X, Y, Z axis 0,
8, and y, its respective direction cosines X, u, and v are:

A, = COS a

1ý. = Cos (1 )

V = COS y

From basic trigonometry, it is true that:

S=X

R

L ,(1-4)

R

33



ftft fP " 4 - the dfWMdtit of a tMOgt, the ezrMb A =4
Oiwatios B m a"defed by:

.Tae A - v~x

Tam E a Z

If an albitray vector of 1600 (Kul) is selected from Sqatie (1-4),
the dil*ctioL cosimes are identical to the x. y. z campo nts. Th~reforc,
A, u, V Can be used in place of x, y, and z in Equation (1-5).

This method was applied in calculating the azimuth sad elevation
angles listed in Table II. The fuselage station. water line, and ving
station unbers were obtained directly from the WMGIC TESTG ov•rrit. Note
that, knaoig whether the shot coams fro the left or right side, only two
of these three coordinates are needed to define an aiming point on the
aircraft skin.

€&



UMrM w cow 11s

In order to facilitate th. actual alwing of the gm, a ftxa c o fte
systm ae the S, urNs selected. A transit Mas used In SaSmlaM uiu
anot i 1 =angle gag for me tuing elevtion agles (tdo anl
wes with gravity). IMmever. Section III depicted positims of the air-

cleft at several angles with the ground (see Figures 6 tbrouO IS). rmm*-
foew, for each position of the aircraft, the aiming angles of the shots to
be fired from that position were transformed from the aircraft coordinate
system to the ground coordinate system.

z

R C

. I

SA

XX' Y3

Figure lI-1. Transformation of Coordinates
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3* v n to POM 11.-1 in tut iso 1 diiSI Iant" "Msew ft*, d
at e •6tixft "a thz eaiscidn" with its cmatlim.. "0 pdae

S tsy Oft tiII bhe fIasd to tdo IllOrm. Lot a be the migle of the gVCM
v ithl vsiet to the alift (the "Geative of the position fowl* listed
I*11 TO U 1). Tlhs heoce of CudiiScs redoces the prT*lin to aoe of
& TOWS", thO -awOs. Fewits *t61twsry vector with cs X,
YO ZA its t 8ftmsd x*, yt* z' cmpomewts (for any arbitrary rotation)
c m b eap u ssed 'as :

Y' = -121 * Y122 * 423

whe t is the direction cosine of the ith prine axis with respect to the
k the upried :.

From the definition of lik and Figure 11-I, it can be seen that:

Q 11 a I

a •12 =0

a 13 -0

Q 2 1 *0 (II-2)

"22 cos C

Q -sin a

S31 0

Q32 sin a

Q3 cos a

Substituting Equatioa (11-2) into Equation (11-1):

y x

* y cos * z sin a (I-3)

Z' -y sin U Z COS a

36



FrIM 8qmtum (1-4), Appemdix 1, a vector, startiVg at the asiou sod
hsvs8 uinit lewftb, has its X, y, z componemts equivalent to its dfectiam
cosines. Thersh.w, with the direction cosines calculated by the coqpstet
(Appmedix 1) and the male betteen the aircraft wing (y-axis) *M the
poed. Equation (11-3) can be used to calculate direction cosines for m
shot line with respect to the ground coordinates. These generated values
can them be substituted into Equation (1-5), (Appomdix 1), to calculate
azimuth and elevation angles of the shot lines relative to the groumd.
This method was employed in generating the angles given in Table TIT.
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AMWAX 1II

Uis m contains the trmscripts of ths flring records pro-
per" daklithe inspection after each shot. No attempt w@ made to

ice am amelysr theos data. All firings were conducted coi Test Area
C-74L of the Eglin APB r9servation.

FIRJM RECORDS

Date: 29 Oct 68 Round No. I
Shot No. 2 Projectile Caliber: .50
Range: C-74L Gunner: Clyde Wallace
Recorder: George 0. Oucker
M*Air.i Vol: 3450 fps Actual Vel: 3524 fps
Powder Type: lIP 4350 Powder Wt: 365 grains

Remarks: Firing occurred at 1040. Projectile impacted witioin an inch
of the target point, left of the vertical line, just aft of the radome
bulkhead. It penetrated the left radar compartment access door, emerging
at the second rib. From this point the projectile either broke up into
a number of pieces, generated a number of spall particles, or bTth.
Sae particles damaged the inside skin of the radar compartmen t door
aft of the point of penetration. Other particles plowed through the
upper right corner of a component mounted on rack No. 51449363-589,
severed a wire bundle, and nearly severed a tube which passes over
the top of the cocmpeent. Two holes and a dent were made in the aft
radar compartment bulkhead (the forward bulkhead of the forward fuel
cell) at wiuely separated points, indicatin,; that at least two particles
penetrated the forward fuel cell. During damage assessment, a strong
fuel odor was ncted. The nose tank fuel filler cap was loosened. Fuel
poured out. The cap was removed, and the fuel was allowed to drain.

Date: 29 Oct 68 Round No. 2
Shot No. o Projectile Caliber: .50
Range: C-74L Gunner: Clyde Wallace
Recorder: George 4. Ducker
Required Vel: 3480 fps Actual Vel: 3494 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 365 grains

Remark%: Firing occurred at 1325, At projectile impact, a fuel fire
erupted in the fuel cell. The fire spread to the ground through the
rose tank fuei filler opening. It was smothered with portable CO,
extinguiashers. The projectile impacted within an inch of the target
y'•,~ left of the vertical centerline. It penetrated the left radar

•'•, access door, about two inches forward of the aft edgte;
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pý teeed the faiard bulkhked of the forward fuel cell nmar tl• ;ýOld
ham; mal pemetrated the aft fuel cell bulkhead breaking up a large
sectin of a stiffmer flange. A large number of particles gouged dmnts
Ia the mnot bulkhead. The major particle penetrated the compartmnt.
alot completely severed a wire bundle, and made a small dent in the
foxward surface of the forward armor panel. A large piece of the rotund
was recmmred in the compartmnat forward of the front armor panel. It
was aperaximatly a third of the projectile mass--the rear part. It is
dckbtful that the projectile would have penetrated the aft fuel cell
bulkhead had the fuel cell been full.

Date: 1 Nov 68 Round No. 1
Shot No. 9 Projectile Caliber: .50
Ranse: C-74L Gunner: Clyde Wallace
Flecorder: George W. Ducker
Requi red Vel: 3490 fps Actual Vel: 3515 fps
Pcwder Type. IMR 43S0 Powder kt: 365 grains

Remarks: The projectile impacted less than an inch from the target
point. It daiaged the base of the left forward pitot tube, penetrated
the skin into the radio and electrical compartments, penetrated a
bulkhead and :helf installation, cut the pitot installation cable, and
damaged an instrument mount, breaking up in the passage. Four large
particles penetrated a partial bulkhead, damaging Nadar Controls No. I
and 2. and impacted against the forward armor panel. Four surface scars
were left on the armor panel.

Date: I Nov 68 Round No. 2
Shot No. 7 Proiectile Caliber: .50
Range: C-74L Gunner: Clyde Wallace
Recorder: George W. Pucker
Required Vel: 3520 fps Actual Vel: 3534 fps
Powder Type: [MR 4350 Powder ht: 365 grains

Remarks- The projectile penetrated the s0in into the forward fuel cell,
apparently breaking up in the process. At least two particles penetrated
the aft fuel cell bulkhead in two places, damaged fuel line 5104587 in
two places and coapartment vent 5104587 s413, penetrated the next bulk-
head in one place. and tort. a large hole in the next bulkhead adjacent
to Sadar Controis No. I and 2, further damaging them. Two almost imper-
ceptible dents were ,made in the front armor panel. Further inspection
revr'tled that onc particle was deflected by fuel line 5104587, resulting
ia deep crea; - 'lh ifne. A small piece of the tip of the projectile
ws recqverrd. "I was rphoographed.



Rat.: 2S Nov 68 Rmod No, 1
saot 1o. 33 Projectile Caliber: 20= FSP
Range: , C-74L Gunner: Clyde Wallace
RecordeAr: N. t. Grimosak
bequired Vel: 3500 4s Actual Vol: 356S fps
Powder Type: urM 4350 Powder Wt: 425 grains

Remarks: The FSP impacted directly on the aiming point and traveled
throug the nacelle tail-cone assembly. It was recovered from the
cavity behind the access door in front of the jack pad location sign.
Secondary fragents created by the FSP penetrated into the engine outlet
(afterburner), and sam were deflected outward from within the engine
through the aircraft skin forward of the impact point. The FSP weight
after impact equaled 694.2 grains.

Date: 26 Nov 68 Round No. I
Shot No. 32 Projectile Caliber: 20mm FSP
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: N. R. Gromosiak
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 333 fps
Powder Type: I1R 4350 Powder Wt: 425 grains

Remarks: The FSP impacted the aircraft exactly on the aiming point.
It perforatec an insulated hose just behind the ou.side skin. The path
for the FSP could not be traced any further.

Date: 26 Nov 68 Rotmd No. 2
Shots No. 14a and 14b Projectile Caliber: .50 AP
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: Mr. M. R. Gromosiak
Required Vel: 3170 fps Actual Vel: 155 and 3175 fps
Powder Type: [MR 4350 Powder Wt: 305 gra'-ns

Shot 14a
Remarks: The projectile impacted the aircraft five inches above the
aining point. It penetrated into the entine inlet dome. It continued
through the inlet, penetrated the other ide, and entered the pilot's
cockpit thrcugh the forward end of the dutboard throttle slot in the
control pedestal i.n the left-hand console, creating secondary fragments
th3t impacted aiong w.th the projectile' into the inside surface of the
cockpit just beiv 'he forward left copier of the canopy. No secondary
fragments impicted the wallboard blocks located in the cockpit. The
projectile i•s recovwred intact. Singe the aiming point for shot No. 14
.ýas missed :y such a wide margin, it ýas decided to repeat the shot.
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M0t0: The projectile iupa.te directly = the mini" point edmr td Ino fte inlet. After pareorting the eglinue Wlet din.
tdmmmard to the left of the path follmd by projectile

14s. te peth of the projectile could not be traced after impectiag
Se tba sid& of the inlet.

Deto: 27 Nov 68 Pound No. 1
Sbot No. 36 Projectile Caliber: 2 PSI'
ARV: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Dmeoder: N. R. Gromosiak
bequird Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 3497 fps
Powder Type: UIR 4350 Powder Wt: 430 grains

IMmmiks: The FSP impacted the aircraft two inches above the aiming
point. It entered the cockpit through the left console just aft of the
Phntrol pedestal and just outboard of the flap control. It passed
through the cockpit undisturbed, impacting the ground approximately 25
feet way from the aircraft. Examination of the line of fire for the
FSP indicated that an error in orienting the line of fire may have
occurred.

Date: 27 Nov 68 Round No. 2
Shot No. 'IS Projectile Caliber: .50 AP
.Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: N. R. Gromosiak
Required Vel: 3490 fps Actual Vel: 3361 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 350 grains

Remarks: The projectile impacted the aircraft 1/4 inch below thf aiming
point and entered the engine inlet above the path followed by shot No.
14a. After pcrforating the top of the engine inlet dome, it traveled
to the other side of the inlet and penetrated into the cockpit between
the flap control and the control pedestal and was recovered. Secondary
fragments traveled undisturbed away from the exit area, impacting the
inside surface of the pilot's cockpit below the left rim of the canopy.

Date: 27 Nov 68 Round No. 3
Shot No. 19 Projectile Caliber: .50 AP
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: M. R. Gromosiak
Required Vel: 2850 fps Actual Vel: 2994 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4359 Powder W': 290 grains

Remarks: The projectile impacted the aircraft 1/2 inch from the aiming
point. The path of the projectile could not be traced.
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Df: 27am Movmd No. 4
aw No. vt Projectile Caliber: .SO A
Rtt: C-74L GmQor: Sgt Parris
econder: N. R."ram isk

Vsquired VoY: .2220 fps Actual Vel: 28 fps
Powder Type: IE 4350 Powder Wt: 200 grains

bumiks: Ike projectile impacted the aircraft ri~ht an the aiming point.
The path of the projectile could not be traced.

Date: 16 Dec 68 Round No. 1
Shots No. 27a mad 27b Projectile Caliber: .50 AP
Raing: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: G. Ducker
Required Vel: 20SO fps Actual Vel: 2232 and 2241 fps
Powder Type: IDE 4350 Powder Wt: 195 and 185 grains

27a
Remarks: The projectile was fired from the rear of the aircraft at the
lower surface of the left engine nacelle. It impacted the engine access
door about four inches aft of the impact point. This shot will be
repeated.

27b
Remarks: The projectile impacted about an inch from the impact point.
Damage assessment was not possible because the access doors could not
be opened. The latches were inoperative, probably due to corrosion or
structural displacement, and opening tools were not available. Access
to the damage area through the engine outlet was not possible due to
intervening structure.

Date: 17 Dec 68 Round No. 1
Shot No. 3 Projectile Caliber: .50 AP
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: G. Ducker
Required Vel: 3420 fps Actual Vel: 3401 fps
Powder Type: 4350 Powder Vt: 365 grains

Remarks: The projectile impacted within an inch of the impact point,
perforated the skin and a frame, perforated the bulkhead forward of the
nose gear wheel well, and entered the wheel well near the top. It was
not p- sible to determine the course of the bullet past that point. A
number of secondary particles were generated by the passage of the
bullet through the compartment forward of the wheel well. One of these
shattered the face of a pressure gauge on the forward face of the forward
bulkhead of the nose gear wheel well.
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one: 17 Dec68 imd ft. 2
Sbot o. I ProJectile Cal8ber: .50 AS
A : C-74L 0 r: Sot Perris

CbOWNr : G. V. Ducker
Moquired Vol: 3120 fp* Actual V- 3086 fps
Fuwdar Type: 4350 Powder Cc: 300 grains

ftmarks: The projectile impacted an the landing gear light. It per-
forated the light, perforated the nose gear wheel well bulkhead, pene-
trated the nose gear strut, and exited the strut about three inches aft
of its entrance point. The projectile was not recovered. There were a
amber of damage points on the nose gear wheel and other components
which appeared to have been caused by secondary particles. The damage
to the strut was such that it was impossible to extend the nose gear. In
operation, the pilot would have had to make a gear-up or emergency
landing or eject.

Date: 17 Dec 68 Round No. 3
Shot No. 37 Projectile Caliber: .30 AP
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: G. M. Ducker
Required Vel: 3240 fps Actual Vel: 3130 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 112 grains

Remarks: The projectile passed through the hole in landing light made
by shot No. I. In passage, it further damaged the light filaments,
generating some small fragments which perforated the No. 1 marker left
on the reflector. The projectile passed through the hole inA the bulkhead
made by shot No. 1. It generated secondary particles which made
additional marks on the nose wheel assembly. No other significant dmaage
was noted. A piece of the projectile from shot No. I was found after
this shot.

Date: 18 Dec 68 Round No. 1
Shot No. 38 Projectile Caliber: .30 AP
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: A. A. Santiago and G. Ducker
Required Vel: 3240 fps Actual Vel: 3096 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4330 Powder Wt: 117 grains

Remarks: The projectile passed through the hole made by shot No. 1.
Some additional damage to the nose gear mechanism was observed. Full
assessment was not possible since the nose gear was stuck in the UP
position.
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moe: 5 b 4e Immd No. 2
St. a Projectile Caliber: .30 AP

Map: C-74L Gumner: Sgt Perris
Sbcmadr: A. A. Soode md G. Deker
6sqaized Vol: 33M fs Actual Ve 1: 3466 fps
Pfmou'm Type: M 4350 Powder Oft: 130 grains

ftkmwk,: Ue projectil pssed thruh the hole made biy shot No. 1.
Ubo We a m* Ver uns pulled m, extensive additional damage was found
• S the tma Mad tdh an the tuper nose gear bulkhead.

Daf: U8 Do 68 Round No. 3
Shot No. 16 Projectile Caliber: .50 AP
Rmage: C-74L Gunner: Stt Farris
Iecorder: A. A. Santiago sed G. Ducker
Requiivd Vel: 3440 fps Actual Vel: 3539 fps
Powder Type: 1it 4350 Powder Vt: 365 grains

Remarks: The projectile impacted Qn the aim point. It perforated the
engine nacelle and was deflected upward through a corner of the aft
pawel of the left console. It damaged the seat back support structure
and broke a lug from the seat mounting bracket. The seat bottom cylinder

was also damaged. The bullet would have missed the pilot since the line
of flight was aft of the seat back.

Date: 18 Dec 68 Round No. 4
Shot No. 11 Projectile Caliber: .50 AP
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: G. W. Ducker
Required Vel: 3320 fps Actual Vel: 3328 fps (est)
Powder Type: IMR 435) Powder Wt: 360 grains

Remarks: The velocity timer did not function properly, possibly because
the force of the shot blew the lead wires against the surface of the
-aircraft and shorted them out. The projectile impacted a fraction of an
inch above the impact point, plowed under the forward upper left armor
panel, penetrated the cockpit, impacted the celotex bundle in the pilot's
seat near the lower left edge at layer No. 5, and penetrated to layer 18.
The pro)ectile had fragmented and left little pieces at each layer. The
piece in layer 18 was the largest. The forward upper left corner of the
armor panel was already cracked. The bullet finished breaking that
corner loose from the panel. The attaching bolt and the rubber liner
bondeJ to the panel held that piece on the aircraft. The bullet fragment
wei.'hed 34.8 grains. Penetration of seven inches of Nuwood means a
Y- iocity of 1913 fps. a kinetic energy of 445 foot-pounds. liad the
'ra gnent impacted the pilot's left thigh, it would not have been fatal.

tti.d tt hit the grou.c or lower abdomen, it would almost certainly have been
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i- WIseS Si MD. I
S1b . 22 r j* t I e CWlO Wer : .S A@m=W. C-74L QWMm: set Ferris

bimndr: C. U. Nocker
aNOWdmn wI: 320 fps Actual Vl: M06 fps
IPW Irypo: IM 43S0 Powder Wt: 355 grains

lmzdks: ihe projectile impacted -n the third armr panel aft, left
side, at a ki• magle of obliquity. It ricocheted, sking only a separ-
ftcial mak om the amor pamel. ?be projectile missed the impact point
by about seven inches, but since the impact point yes also an the amor
pmwl, it wai not considered necessary to repeat the shot.

DOn: 19 Dec 68 Round No. 2
Shot No. 13 Projectile Caliber: .SO AP
Amp: C-74L Gunner: SSt Farris
lsc*Vedr: G. V. Ducker
Required Veo: 3170 fps Actual Vel: 3210 fps
Podedr Type: I1R 4350 Powder Wt: 340 grains

Remarks: The projectile impacted almost on the aim point. !t perforated
the outboard wall of the engine inlet. A number of secondary particles

Ierea generated. The major particles perforated the inboard ttalls of the
ielet and. apparently, perforated the cockpit floor below the left rear
cockpit console, damaging the console panel.

Date: 19 Dec 68 Round No. 3
Shot No. $A Pzojectile Caliber: .50 AP
Rang.: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: G. W. Ducker
Required Vel: 3420 fps Actual Vel: 3472 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 370 grains

Remarks: The projectile impacted approxizately one foot aft of the aim
point. It plowed a furrow through the skin, hit the pilot's canopy, and
ricocheted way from the aircraft. This shot will be repeated.

Date: 20 Dec 68 Round No. I
Shot No. 8 Projectile Caliber: .50
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: Lt Sant ago
Required Vel: 3421) fps Actual Vel: -- (No counter
Powder Type: IMR 4350 reading)

Powder Wt: 370 grains
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binbs: tiO shoet mO upPed bin. of bad hit.) So counter reoitt
m W" d. go"d bit. m a nad iftide pnml md hit ropr plate
behind the cockpit. (Br*%e wire bundle.) Two big bolos were observed
is the inside pme) mad two bit oiha an the plate.

DOW.: 20 Dec 68 Round No. 2
Shot No. 35 Projectile Caliber: 20m
Ring: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vl: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 3515 fps
Powder Type: DiE 4350 Powder Wt: 425 grains

"Smuks: Good hit. SIm entrance as No. 8 but deflected and came out in
froIt of windshield (still on the metal part; bounccd 0i1f the edge of the
armor plate). Evidence of big frasents outside projectile path probably
Indicates breakup.

Date: 20 Dec 68 Round No. 3
Shot No. 12 Projectile Caliber: .50
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 3280 fps Actual Vel: 3339 fps
Powder Type: INR 4350 Powder Wt: 345 grains

Remarks: Good hit. Could not find the hole in the cockpit area, although
it missed all the armor. Pieces of metai laying on the celotex.

Date: 20 Dec 68 Round No. 4
Shot No. 43 Projectile Caliber: .30
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 3010 fps Actual Vel: 2817 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 100 grains

Remarks: Good hit. Again only entrance hole was observed.

Date: 20 Dec 68 Round No. 5
Shot No. 44 Projectile Caliber: .30
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Farris
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 3010 fps Actual Vel: 3196 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 110 grains

Remarks: Same as above. More pieces found on celotex but no penetration
on the bundles.
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one: asCS Doc Mdo.. 6
a 1. 4S Pojectile CaLiber: .30
BMW: C-74L ommr: Sgt Faris
imensd1r: Lt Santiago

Ioquirod 1et: 3010 fps Actual Veo: 3301 ~ps
P*s.d Type: IM 43S0 Pomder Wt: 10S greus

Iamoks: After finishing the seqwnce, the seat was removed. Extensive
da was observed around the lending Soar control area. Projectiles
hew been deflecting up and hitting the outside armor from the inside.
Shot No. 4S. however, flew straight, hitting the pilot's chest; no pene-
traiom om the celotex due to high impact obliquity angle.

On*: 20 Jan 69 Round No. I
Sot No. 26 Projectile Caliber: .50 AP
Aig: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Becowder: N. R. Groaosiak
Required Vel: 2470 fps Actual Vel: No counter reading
Per Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: --

cmanks: The projectile impacted within 1/4 inch of the aiming point.
After imiacting into the aft engine shroud, the projectile's path could
sot be traced any further.

Date: 2 1 Jan 69 Round No. 1
Shot No. 27 Projectile Caliber: .SO AP
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Fraver
Recorder: .4. R. Gromosiak
Required Vel: 2050 fps Actual Vel: No counter reading
Powder Type: I6R 4350 Powder Wt:- -

Remarks: Shot No. 27 impacted %ithin one inch of the aimirg point. The
path of the projectile could not be traced any further.

Date: 21 Jan 69 Round No. 2
Shot No. 10 Projectile Caliber: .50 AP
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Fraver
Recorder: 'I. R. Gromosiak
Required Vel: 3410 fps Actual Vel: 3165 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Pcowder Kt: 370 grains

Remarks: The proiectilC. 3fter impacting the aiming point, passed under
the first outside armor panel on the left side of the aircraft and per-
forated a structural rib located under the aircraft skin and in front of
the instrument panel. It was impossible to determine if and where the
projectile entered the cockpit due to the condition of-the instrument panel
and the damage in the cockpit inflicted by previous shots.
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hi: ZZJwW Rimd No. 1

SIn o. 2 4 Projectile Caliber: .SO AP
ig: C-74L Gummr: Sgt Frayer

IRe irds: N. K. Grawaink
1SqirtMW Vol: 32AS fps Actual VeYe ft No 'ater r*eiim
Powder Typ: EM 43S0 Poider Wt: 345 grains

emsarks: Sbot No. 24 impacted within m inch of the aiming point. The
path of the projectile could not be traced my further.

Date: 24 Feb 69 Round No. I
Shot No. 5 Projectile Caliber: .50
Rmag: C-74L Gumner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: G. Ducker
Required VeI: 35,0 fps Actual Vel: 3478 fps
Powder Type: INR 4350 Powder Wt: grains

Remarks: The bullet impacted about an inch above and aft of the impact
point. It penetrated the skin on the lower surface of the aircraft to
the right of the lower centerline, perforated the forward fuel cell, and
perforated part Ho. 4606-88 on the aft fuel cell bulkhead. The size of
the hole in this part indicated bullet breakup or the generation of large
numbers of spall particles.

Date: 24 Feb 69 Round No. 2
Shot No. 4 Projectile Caliber: .50
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Fraver
Recorder: G. Ducker
Required Vel: 328C fps Actual Vel: 3289 fps
Powder Type: 1IR 4350 Powder Wt. 340 grains

Remarks: The bullet impacted within 1/2 inch of the impact point. It
perforated the skin about eight inches to the right of the lcier center-
line near the nose gear landing light. It perforated the forward nose
gear wheel well. bulkhead and passed through lightening hole in the nose
gear truss assembly, damaging the edge of the hole. It appeared to have
impacted a bolt on the strut assembly and shattered. The large ragged
hole in the bulkhead indicates that bullet breakup began at that point,
or a large nuber of spall particles were generated.

Date: 24 Feb 69 Round No. 3
Shot No. 40 Projectile Caliber: .30
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: G. [ucker
Required Vel: 3080 fps Actual Vel: 2837 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 102 grains
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bmmtl: Th. bullet Impacted the impact mank as for shot Mo. 4. It
dth skla and the mo Wer Wheel well bulkhead, increamimg the

seu d tOw bole mab bi shot No. 4; mde a hole in the trwus ear the
Omh a1 t dt No. 4 mad camed additiomal damage to the top of the whoel

* well.

Date: 24 Feb 69 Round No. 4
Shot No. 41 Projectile Caliber: .30
Rangp- C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Macorder: G. lDucker
Required Vel: 3080 fps Actual Vel: 3210 fps
Powder Type: DIR 4350 Powder Wt: 10S grains

Remarks: The bullet impacted oan the same point as shot No. 40, followed
the sam path through the wheel well forward bulkhead, and caused addi-
tiamal damage to the truss assembly. The bullet appeared to have damaged
the brake valve assembly an the top surface of the wheel well. No pic-
tures were taken.

Date: 24 Feb 69 Round No. S
Shot No. 42 Projectile Caliber: .30
Rang: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: G. Ducker
Required Vel: 3080 fps Actual Vel: 3267 fps

,'Powder Type: IMR 43S0 Powder Wt: 103 grains

Remarks: The bullet followed the path of shots No. 401 and 41. It caused
additional damage to the wheel brake valve assembly, almost demolishing
it.

Date: 4 Feb 69 Round No. I
Shot No. 25 Projectile Caliber: .SO
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Veiocity: 3260 fps Actual Vel: 2773 fps
Powder 1.•-4: JMR 4350 Powder Wt: 275 grains

R.uarks. Pftjec!ile ricocheted from the outside panel; several marks
vlre visible on the plastic behind the pilot's seat.

Dal.e: 4 Feb 69 Round No. 2
Tnct No. 20 Projectile Caliber: .50
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Velocity: 2900 fps Actual Vel: 2-€,fps
Pownder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Nt-: 260 grains
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RUseuf: fy 00 SWUtm" P sU M #*M. evidemc of ftepow n
p30e #A 9s418mwd vieras ptoes. Tharorfe, seat v= not rwow**.
Pam tde eftes* saj . It pu 6 1ly bit the side pm.) inside of tze pi lotIs

04f: 41•b Romuad ao. 3
Sbat No. 12 Projecti le Caliber: .50

ump: C-74L Guiner: Sgt Frayer
a sorde: LU SMti aco
0I8dpA Veo: 3230 fp Actual Vel: 2601 fps
Powdr Type: IM 4350 Powder Wt: 245 grains

Itmrks: PuoJctile bit alaig point. penetrated between panels. and
voum&4d te pilot aroomd the left shoulder urea (not certain whether it
was a big frmat or the projectile itself). Witness panel on the side
has a mauk of a sml I froaSnt that penetrated it. Projectile came int
front of throttle console area; perforated the side of sea. and was
r•c•red an the leit foot rest.

Date: 5 Feb 69 RounZ No. I
Sot %o. 43 Projectile Caliber: ..W
!LmW: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
hocouder: Lt Smtiago
Ibqeired Vel: 3010 fps Actual Vel: No reading
Pw er Type: INR 43S0 Powder kt" 100 Xrainw

Remarks: Eatrance point aout one inch low of 12. No evidence of pene-
tration either in witness wallboard or consoles.

Date- 5 Feb 69 Round NS.
Shot No. 44 Projectile Caliber: .30
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgxt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 3010 fps Actual Vol: 2994 fps
Powder Type: INR 4350 Powder Wt: I) grains

Remark-;: Hit between 12 and 43. There was evidence of small fragments
flying around the pilot's left leg. Projectile apparently penetrated into
the cockpit forward of the throttle console, but only evidence of small
fragments was observed.

Date: 5 Feti 69 Round No. 3
Shot No. 45 Proicctile Caliber: .30
Range: C-74L (',inner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 3010 fps Actual Vel: 3016 fps
Powde- Trpe IMR 4350 Powder ht 1101 grains
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winbs: Impacted ratkt s 44. POvstW d aroumd the sean area as the
OtI plmutm - Witmesm wU lbowd. and wounde pilot's abdominal area.

ihrdom f small orig spoil fAnd a vWtuess board.

one: S P& 9 Roaund No. 4
St me. is Projectile Caliber: .SO
RIMNs: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
lcoitor: Lt Sdmtiap
Rerqured Vel: 540 fps Actual Vel: 2924 fps
Powder TYpe: IN1 43S0 Powder Vt: 285 grains

Remarks: Good bit. Projectile penetrated into the wing at the production
line. Nothing obserw4 an the other side or inside of the cockpit. Big
hole riAit below entrnce hole and holes on velocity screen indicat:e big
fragmemts flying backward. One piece of the access door fo-und about 75
feet from the aircraft (behind the g•un).

Date: S Feb 69 Round No. S
Shot No. 17 Projectile Caliber: .50
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 3230 fps Actual Vel: 3226 fps
Poder Type: INR 43W0 Powder Wt: 325 grains

Rearks: Projectile penetrated wing around production point area. As
far as can be seen, the hole seems to go in straight. No evidence of
damage in radar operator's compartment.

Date: 7 Feb 69 Round No. I
Shot No. 46 Projectile Caliber: .30
Range: C- 7 4L Gunner: Sgt Fraver
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 2720 fps Actual Vel: 2635 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 85 grains

Remarks: Good hit. Observation same as for shot No. 1-.

Pate: 7 Feb 69 Round No. 2
Shot No. 47 Proiectile Caliber: .30
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 2720 fps Actual Vel: 2793 fps
Powder Type IMR 4350 Powder Wt:- 86 grains

Remarks: Good hit. Sane as above.
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Date: 7 Feb 69 Round No. 3
Shot No. 48 Projectile Caliber: .30
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 2720.fps Actual 'Vel: 2721 fps
Powder Type: INR 4350 Powder Wt: 86 grains

Remarks: Same as above.

Date: 7 Feb 69 Round No. 4
Shot No. 31 Projectile Caliber: 20mm
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 3503 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt- 430 grains

Remarks: Hit about one inch high; nothing observed but the entrance.
Engine across doors will be opened later. They could r.ot be opened due
to aircraft position.

Date: 7 Feb 69 Round No. S
Shot No. 30 Projectile Caliber: 20mm
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
RequireJ Vel: 3500 Actual Vel: 3521 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 430 grains

Remarks: Hit about 1-1/2 inches low; complete penetration and heavy spall.
Pilot wounded badly in left rib area. No armor plate was encountered in
projectile path. Slug penetrated pilot bundle completely and stopped on
the right side cockpit panel.

Date: 12 Feb 69 Round No. I
Shct No. 29 Projectile Caliber: 20inm
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 3454 fps
Pcader Type: IMR 4330 Powder Wt: 430 grains

Remarks: Only entrance point was observed. After putting a cleaning rod
through the hole as far as it would go, the projectile hit the right floor
panel (ceramic).
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Date: 12 Feb 69 Round No. 2
Shot No. 23 Projectile Caliber: .50.
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 3280 fps Actual Vel: 33o4 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 355 grains

Remarks: Projectile hit about one inch short of point. Ricocheted off
the third plate from the front (on right-hand side) and took off a bolt.

Date: 12 Feb 69 Round No. 3
Shot No. 21 Projectile Caliber: .50
Range: C-74L Gunner: Sgt Frayer
Recorder: Lt Santiago
Required Vel: 2900 fps Actual Vel: 2932 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350" Powder Wt: 283 grains

Remarks: Impacted about two inches above point. A hole was found on the
conzoles on the right-hand side of the pilot's compartment, but no further
damage was observed either in the cockpit area or on the seat.

ADDITIONAL SHOTS

Date: 30 Jul 69 Round No. I
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: .50
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: No reading
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 370 grains

Remarks: Point of impact was 10 inches from top leading edge and 15
inches from the rear leading edge of the rear panel on the left side of
the aircraft. Entrance hole was 1/2 inch in diameter. Impact splatter
sheared off 1/4-inch-diameter armor retaining bolt head. Damage inside
aircraft: MATTS transmitter had one hole 1/2 inch x 3/4 inch in facing;
one relay had one hole 1/2 inch in diameter and three holes less than
1/2 inch in diameter; three wires were severed; wing main spar had one
dent 3/4 inch x 3/4 inch; seat bracket for foot matting had one dent 1/8
inch and was cracked 5/8 inch on its face.

Dat'e: 30 Jul 69 Round No. 2
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: .50
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Seuls
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: No reading
Powder Type: IUR 4350 Powder Wt: 370 grains
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Remarks: Point of impact was the top left-hand corner retaining bolt on
the left rear Panel of the aircraft. Entrance hole was 3/4-inch in
diameter, removing the bolt he,, ad 1-1/2 inches of the bolt. Damage
sustained was one chip 1-1/2 inches x 1/2-inch of armor re-.oved by force
of the projectile impact, five inches from the top leading edge one crack
7 inches long and one chip 3/8-inch x 1-1/4 inches long. There wLs severe
cracking around the impact hole. There was no iaiternal damage sustained.

Date: 30 Jul 69 Round No. 4
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: .50
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: No reading
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 370 grains

Remarks: Point of impact was eight inches from the bottom leading edge of
the armor plate on the joint between the 4 and 5 panel. Entrance hole was
2-1/2 inches x 3/4 inch in the armor and 3 inches x 2 inches in the air-
craft skin. Damage sustained was 1-1/2 inches x 1/2-inch piece of support
rib removed; console light panel - two cannon plugs destroyed, one hole
1/2-inch in diameter, six holes less than 1/2-inch in diameter; rear of
case - one hole 1-1/2 inches x 3/4 inch; right foot rest - one hole 1-1/2
inches x 3.8 inch.

Date: 30 Jul 69 Round No. 5
Rmnne: C-74L Projectile Caliber: .50
Recorder: Lt Winger .-unner: TSgt_ Set!l.
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: No reading
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 370 grains

Remarks: Point of impact was 14 inches from the top leading edge of the
armor plate, 1/4 inch off center of the joint between the 3 and 4 panel.
Entrance hole 3/4 inch x I inch. Entrance hole 4 inches x 2 inches in the
skin went through a structural rib. Damage sustained: Fuel quantity
bridge unit severed; high voltage box on the right-hand side had four
holes less than 1/4-inch in diameter; wiring harness had eight wires
severed on right-hand instrument panel. Circuit breaker panel had one
hole 1/2 inch x I inch. Had a pilot been in the aircraft, he would have
been 100 percent loss.

Date: 30 Jul 69 Round No. 6
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: .50
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 3484 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 370 grains
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Remarks: Point of impact was six inches from rear leading edge and 1/2
inch below crack on the third pmel. Entrance hole was 3/4 inch x 1 inch.
Exit hole after armor was ,e 3-inch-diameter hole in skin of :ircraft.
Demagc sustained was one cannon plug destroyed left side; cabin temperature
alternate start switch panel - bent toggle switch; one hole 1/2 inch in
diameter under automatic pilot pamel in right-hand control panel. Pilot's
middle thigh would have been 100 percent loss.

Date: 30 Jul 69 Round No. 7
Range: C-74L Proiectile Caliber: .50'
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 3490 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: 370 grains

Remarks: Point of impact was four inches to the rear of round No. 6 and
one inch above the crack on the third panel. Entrance hole was 1-1/2
inches x I inch. Exit hole through the skin was 3-1/2 inches in diameter.
Dmsage sustained was two cannon plugs severed; flap positioner destroyed;
pilot's calf would have been 100 percent loss.

Date: 30 Jul 69 Round No. 8
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: .50
'Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 3502 fps
Powder Type: INR 4350 Powder Wt: 370 grains

Remarks: Point of impact was six inches behind leading edge and on the
crack of the third panel, left side. Entrance hole was one inch in
diameter. Exit hole through the skin was three inches in diameter.
Damage sustained: Fragments missed control panel but were broken up by
the seat ejection handle grip. Pilot would have been hit on his left knee
and lower thigh.

Date: 30 Jul 69 Round No. 9
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: .50
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: 3200 fps Actual Vel: 3294 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: --

Remarks: Point of impact was in the center of the fourth panel. There
was no noticeable damage sustained.
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Date: 1 Aug 69 Round No. 1
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: .50
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: (Sgt Sauls
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 3454 fps
Powder Type: IR 4350 Powder Xt: --

Remarks: Point of impact was eight inches behind leading edge and century
of the second panel on the right side of the aircraft. Entrance hole was
I inch x 3/4 inch. Fragment hit junction panel; 18 wires were severed.
Single-phase and three-phase inverters were completely penetrated. Wing
deicer: one hole 1/4 inch in diameter.

Date: 1 Aug 69 Round No. 2
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: 20mm FSP
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: 350M fps Actual Vel: 3134 fps
Powder Type: IM4R 4350 Powder Wt: --

Remarks: Point of impact was on top of round No. I. Entrance hole was
enlarged 1-1/2 inches in diameter. Severe cracking was sustained around
the top of the entrance hole.

Date: 1 Aug 69 Round No. 3
Range: C-74L Projeztile Caliber: 20nzm FSP
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: 3500 fps Actual Vel: 3514 fps
Powder Type: IMR 4350 Powder Wt: --

Remarks: Point of impact was on top of round No. 1. Entrance hole was
1-1/2 inches in diameter. The single-phase and three-phase inverters were
100 percent destroyed. Six wires in wiring harness were severed. Pilot's
right foot would have been a 100 percent loss.

Date: I Aug 69 Round No. 4
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: 1.4.Smm API
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: Standard Actual Vel: 3339 fps
Powder Type: Standard Powder Wt: --

Remarks: Point of impact was in the center of the third panel on the right
side of the airnraft, nine inches below the crack. Entrance hole was one
inch in diameter; 15 wires in the wiring harness were severed. The seat
had a 1/2-inch-diameter hole on the right side and a 1/4-inch-diameter
hole on the left side. Projectile was stopped on the left side of the
fuselage by a striictural member.
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Date: I Aug 69 Round No. S
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: 14.Saw API
bcorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: Standard Actual Vel: 3322 fps
Powder Type: Standard Powder Wt: --

Reumrks: Point of impact was three inches above round No. 4. Entrance
hole was one inch in diameter. Seat had one hole 1/2-inch in diameter, one
hole 1/4-inch in diameter, and one hole 1/8-inch in diameter. Projectile
was stopped by a sand bag used to hold down the pilot's seat.

Dat.- 1 A-- 69 Round No. 6
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: 14.5'mn API
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: Standard Actual Vel: 3316 fps
Powder Type: Standard Powder Wt: --

Remarks: The point of impact was three inches above round No. S. Entrance
hole was 1-1/4 inches x 1-1/2 inches. One piece 6 inches x 3-1/2 inches
was removed from armor platt. Four holes 1/8-inch in diameter or less were
in the seat, and the are rest in the seat had one piece removed 2 inches
4 3/4 inch behind the front of rest.

Date: 29 Aug 69 Round No. 1
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: 20mm HEI
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: Standard Actual Vel: No reading
Powder Type: Standard Powder Wt: --

Remarks: Impact point was on the first panel on the right side of aircraft,
12 inches above lower leading edge and 5 inches in front of rear leading
edge. Projectile was splattered on the surface of the armor. No visible
damage was sustained.

Date: 27 Aug 69 Round No. 2
Range: C-74L Projectile Caliber: 2Om HE!
Recorder: Lt Winger Gunner: TSgt Sauls
Required Vel: Standard Actual Vel: No reading
Powder Type: Standard Powder Wt: --

"Remarks: Impact point was 6 inches below round No. 1. No visible dmage
was sustained.
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APPE•3IX IV

LOADING TECINIQiES

Preliminary firings were conducted in order to deteruir., propeliant
loads needed for the required striking velocities in the e.tr- plan. These
firings were conducted in an indoor range on Test Area A-2,. 'ay 9, Eglin
AFB, Florida.

Initially, some dLf•i'i.!ty was encountered in obtaini7- the required
maximum velocities for eact, projectile type. In both the .)-" caliber and
.50 caliber cartridges, it wts not possible to upload the cases to the
required charges. Some comn propellants were tested, but in all cases
either not enough powder could be loaded or evidence of ext-elue over-
pressures (i.e., cases jammed in chamber, blown-out primer) -nade it
impossible to obtain satisfactory results.

In order to increase the propellant loads, firings we7 made using
.50 caliber cases with the .30 caliber projectiles and 20vz7 :ases with
the .SO caliber projectiles. Special Mann barrels with in c-ased chamber
sizes for the proper caliber were used. The procedure for oading these
barrels was to first position the projectile at the end of •he chamber
(beginning of the rifling), then insert the loaded case aný -he breech and
firing lines.
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ASO (3615) 1
AU (MIL/LSE-70-239) I

N (CODE 7S3) 1
umM NAFONS LAS (MEAL) 1
IMTELLE i INMF 1
LAWLEY RSOI CM (lAB) 2
AMFL (FDMC/fitybow) 1
PICATINN AM (SIUPA-DWS) 2

P3NK3DARS (LII) 1
BALLISTIC RSCH LAIS (AMXRD-IVL) 1
ISI. (TECH LIS) 1
MAI CORP I
DOC 2
DL 1
DLR 1
DLY 1
DLOSL 2
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AFATL-TR-70-65

Task No. 01 N'

Virk unit no. 00

Distribution limited to U. S. Government agencies only; this r,7,r:.rt documents
test methodology and ballistic testing of an experimental airc: :t passive defensr-
£130? system; distribution limitation applied July 1970. Othcl- requests for
this document must be referred to the Air Force Armament Labors" -ýry (DLRV), Eglin
Mir;orce lose, Florida 32542.

1*1.in Air Force Armament Lz oratory
Air Force Systems Cormand
Eglin Air Force Base,, Florida 32S42

is report discusses the methodology used to conduct ballistic tests in
Ssupport of an experimental armor system for the protection of aircrew members.
:The system was designed to protect crew m.eabss of high perforwince aircraft and
-w- Installed an an obsolete F-89J aircrat for destructive te,ýts. Shots were
:fired with .30 caliber and .S0 caliber AP-M2 and 20mm fragment simulating
projectiles. Field firing records of all shots are contained 4.- tjppM-YiX 117. 4
No ana lysi s of the field data was maed in this report.
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